HGV TRAINING
The Ultimate Guide

A Day in the Life of a HGV Driver

If you’ve spent more than 5 minutes on the UK motorways, it’s likely you will have seen a lorry and its
driver. The backbone of the goods transportation industry, HGVs (Heavy Goods Vehicles) are driven all
over the world, 24 hours a day, delivering cargo ranging from food to building materials.
A HGV (LGV) drivers’ responsibility extends further than simply driving from A to B…
… so what does a day in the life of a HGV driver look like?

Walkaround Vehicle Checks
By law, before beginning their journey, lorry drivers must conduct a range of vehicle checks to ensure
their LGV is safe to drive.
These checks include:
Mirrors & glass
Windscreen wipers & washers
Warning lamps
Steering
Horn
Brakes
Engine checks
Tyre and wheel xing
General vehicle health check
After the checks are complete and the vehicle is deemed in good working order, the cargo is then loaded
into the HGV (LGV).

Loading of Cargo
Drivers will either supervise or conduct the loading of goods. It is important this is done in a safe manner
to avoid injury. Therefore, full training is provided to ensure safe loading and unloading of HGV cargo.
HGVs come in a number of shapes and sizes, all suitable for di erent loads. Smaller HGVs may typically
carry dry goods such as food, while larger specialised HGVs may carry larger items like concrete pipes or
even other vehicles.
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Driving – Transportation of your Cargo
Now it’s time to hit the road!
The majority of LGV driving takes place on motorways, meaning drivers can sometimes travel the length
of the country in a single day. The beauty of this means you’ll see miles of stunning landscape, that the
UK has to o er. Other times, drivers may choose to work in their local region to suit more sociable hours.
All of this depends on the job you decide to take.
One of the most attractive aspects of working as a HGV driver is the freedom to manage your own
working hours. Typically, as long as the cargo is delivered on time in a safe manner, drivers can schedule
their working hours to suit themselves. (Subject to EU driving rules)

Why is HGV driving so important and why should I become a
driver?
The UK goods industry relies heavily on high quality and reliable HGV drivers. Not only will you meet new
people and travel to exciting destinations, you will also receive huge job satisfaction knowing your driving
is helping UK businesses to grow.
Whether you like alone time to think whilst you drive, or to listen to your favourite music playlist, a career
in driving can be highly rewarding. Break times can be a great time to meet other drivers taking a pit stop
before travelling to their own destinations.
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FAQs

What does a lorry (HGV) driver do?
An HGV driver is responsible for safely transporting goods to a speci c destination. They are also
typically responsible for loading and unloading their vehicles.

How much money do lorry (HGV) drivers earn?
New HGV drivers typically earn between £18,000 - £24,000 per year. Senior drivers and management
positions will earn more.

What are the HGV walk around vehicle checks?
By law, HGV drivers are required to ensure their vehicle is safe to drive. They must perform the 'HGV walk
around vehicle checks' to inspect the mirrors/glass, windscreen wipers/washers, warning lamps, steering,
horn, brakes, engine, tyres/wheel xings and general vehicle health check.

Should I become a lorry (HGV) driver?
There is currently a huge demand for HGV drivers. If you love driving and travelling to new destinations,
then HGV driving can be highly rewarding.
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Ever wondered how to become a HGV (lorry) driver
and how long the process takes?
We have detailed the complete process from start to
nish. At the end of the article, we also explain how
long the process typically takes and our current
training prices.
1. Contact Us – Call, email or message us to discuss what vehicle/course you are interested in. If
you’ve not decided yet, we’ll explain all of the options and the type of jobs most suited for you.
2. Medical Test - The medical test can be taken at your local doctors or by a private physician. It’s just
to make sure you are t and healthy
3. Provisional Application – After passing your medical, you will need to apply for your provisional
licence. This is free of charge and can take up to 3 weeks for D.V.L.A to process.
4. Theory Test – Whilst you wait for your provisional licence, we can organise free access to our
theory test training and revision. The HGV theory test is broken down into 2 parts: multiple choice
questions and hazard perception.
5. Case Studies Test – You will be asked multiple choice questions based on 7 case studies that you
will likely experience in your working life.
6. Practical Training – Our highly experienced instructor will teach you everything you need in order to
drive a HGV. No little detail will be left out, ensuring you are fully prepared to achieve your
quali cation (view HGV training courses). We have a range of LGV pricing options.
7. Driving Ability Test – Now it’s time to put your training to the test. You will be examined on your HGV
driving ability. This includes your practical road driving and some o -road exercises.
8. Practical Demonstration – You will need to demonstrate certain procedures successfully including
cargo loading, walkaround vehicle checks and more. After passing you will receive your Driver
Certi cate of Professional Competence (Driver CPC). You are now fully quali ed and can start your
career in driving.

How long is the training process?
From the very beginning of contacting us to passing your practical test, the process typically
takes 6-8 weeks. The time can be shorter or longer depending on situations such as medical
availability, test dates and pass rates.
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What is the HGV (LGV) Medical Test?
By law, all persons who want to become a lorry (HGV/LGV) or bus driver must pass a medical test.
This is to ensure you are in good standing health to operate a large vehicle on the public highway.

What does the HGV (LGV) medical involve?
The HGV medical test involves two parts. The rst part is a discussion between you and your doctor and
the second part is a physical examination.
Discussion with Doctor – You will discuss any previous and existing medical conditions, including
any mental health conditions. Candidates must be open and honest about their health in order to
avoid future problems.
Physical Examination – The doctor will check your general physical health including your eyesight,
blood pressure and more. The overall exam takes around 30 minutes. The doctor will then ll out a
D4 form and submit it to the DVLR for evaluation.
This is to ensure you are in good standing health to operate a large vehicle on the public highway.

Where does the medical take place and who with?
Any quali ed UK doctor can conduct your medical test. Meaning, you have the option to visit either your
local GP service or a private physician. Both options cost money and have their pros & cons:
Local GP Service: Your GP may be a convenient and familiar person, however they may charge very
high amounts for their time. They might also not be experienced in lling out a D4 medical form
and which can therefore lead to delays.
Private Doctor: Typically they have a shorter waiting list and more experience in completing D4
forms. This, of course, will depend on the doctor you see.

How much does a HGV medical typically cost?
A HGV/LGV medical test can cost anywhere between £50 to £150+.
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What health problems will cause a failed HGV medical test?
As long as you are in reasonably good health, you should not have a problem passing your HGV medical
test. The doctor will be looking for certain health aspects, most commonly these include:
Eyesight: You will need good vision out of each eye. If you wear glasses or contact lenses, you will
need good eyesight whilst wearing them. The DVLR also asks doctors to check eyesight without
your glasses or contact lenses for their own records.
Blood Pressure: If your blood pressure is too high, this may lead to a failed test. The good news is
that once lowered, you can then reapply for another medical examination.
Diabetes: There will be concerns for drivers who have severe diabetes. Although this condition does
not result in automatic disquali cation, it is important any Diabetes is managed for safe driving.
Heart Conditions: The Doctor will check for all signs of potential heart problems. These might
include heart murmurs, aneurysms, general pain, family heart conditions and more.
Neurological Problems: Brain functionality is extremely important for driving. A full neurological
examination will include signs for: seizures, blackouts, epilepsy,
Parkinsons, dementia & alzheimers, stroke, multiple sclerosis (MS), Brain Tumours etc.
Sleep Disorders: The ability to stay awake and fully concentrated is vital for HGV drivers. The
doctor will undertake a full sleeping disorder examination.
Mental Health: The doctor will discuss your current mental health along with any previous
conditions.
Alcohol and Drug Abuse: It is illegal to drive a HGV under the in uence of alcohol or drugs. The
doctor will ask questions related to your alcohol intake and will look for signs of any drug abuse.

What happens if I fail my HGV medical?
Unfortunately, sometimes people fail their medical test for a number of reasons. This can be due to a
simple problem such as eyesight to more complex neurological conditions.
It is important to analyse why you failed the examination and determine if there is a simple x. For
example, you may need a new glasses prescription.
If you fail your medical test, Leicester Driver Training will discuss your Medical results with you and advise
on your best course of action.
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What is the HGV Driver CPC theory test?
The HGV (LGV) theory test is broken down into two parts: multiple choice questions and hazard
perception.
Multiple Choice Questions: You will be given 1 hour 55 minutes to answer multiple choice questions
related to HGV driving. You must score 65+ out of 100 in order to pass.
Hazard Perception: You will watch 19 videos of real life driving. There will be 20 potential hazards,
you must click the computer mouse when you notice the hazard. You must score 67+ out of 100 in
order to pass.

When can I book my HGV Driver CPC theory test and where
will it take place?
You can book both Part 1a (Questions) and Part 1b (Hazards) as soon as you receive your provisional lorry
licence. You have to book each part separately. You can choose to take them on the same day or on
di erent occasions; as long as you pass them both within 2 years of one another.
When you book your tests, you will be given the option for your nearest test centre.

How much does the HGV Driver CPC theory test cost?
If you book your theory tests directly with Gov.uk, the following charges apply:
Driver CPC Part 1a – Theory (Multiple Choice): £26
Driver CPC Part 1b – Theory (Hazard Perception): £11

Who helps me train and practice for the HGV theory test?
There are many training resources available to practice for the tests; some free and some paid. You will
nd training available through websites, DVDs, Mobile Apps and more.
It is important to make sure your training is from a reputable company and that they are teaching correct
and up to date information.
At Leicester Driver Training, we have access to the most up to date training software. It is usually a paid
product, however get in touch with us for FREE access to our Theory Test Training Software. We’ve helped
hundreds of trainees pass their theory tests rst time; therefore speeding up their training process and
reducing their costs.
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When will I get my test results?
You will be given your results at the test centre after completion. When you have passed both part 1a &
1b, your theory test certi cate will be posted to you.
Your theory test certi cate is valid for 2 years from the date you passed your rst test.

What happens if I fail my theory test?
If you fail your theory test, you will be given your results and a feedback letter detailing why you failed.
You can re book your test immediately but you must wait at least 3 working days before retaking.
We will also give support and advice to help you pass your retake.

Are there any practice HGV (LGV) theory tests available?
Yes, you can take practice tests in both Part 1a (Questions) and Part 1b (Hazards) by clicking the following
links:
Part 1a – HGV Theory (Multiple Choice) – Practice Test
Part 1b – HGV Theory (Hazard Perception) – Practice Test
A HGV (LGV) driver is responsible for ensuring their vehicle is in full working condition and safe to drive.
Daily vehicle checks must be conducted and a Drivers’ Daily Vehicle Defect Report must be completed.
These checks cover both internal and external features of the vehicle and is commonly known in the
industry as a HGV drivers’ daily walkaround vehicle check. The HGV (LGV) driver is responsible to provide
maintenance documents during their period of use (The Drivers’ Daily Vehicle Defect Report).
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What vehicle checks must a HGV (LGV) driver complete?
A HGV (LGV) driver is responsible for ensuring their vehicle is in full working condition and safe to drive.
Daily vehicle checks must be conducted and a Drivers’ Daily Vehicle Defect Report must be completed.

These checks cover both internal and external features of the vehicle and is commonly known in the
industry as a HGV drivers’ daily walkaround vehicle check. The HGV (LGV) driver is responsible to provide
maintenance documents during their period of use (The Drivers’ Daily Vehicle Defect Report).
The following is a list of vehicle checks a HGV driver must conduct before use:
1. Mirrors and glass – Check the glass for any cracks or stickers. Ensure the mirrors are pointing in the
right direction.
2. Windscreen wipers and washers – Check windscreen wipers are working correctly and there is
su cient washer uid.
3. Front view – Ensure full visibility through the cab front window.
4. Warning lamps – Make sure the vehicle warning light is working correctly.
5. Steering – Ensure the steering wheel moves and the steering works correctly.
6. Horn – Test the horn works properly.
7. Brakes and air build-up – Check the brakes work and test the air build-up.
8. Height marker – Ensure you have a height marker and it is correct.
9. Seatbelts – Check all seatbelts are working correctly.
10. Lights and indicators – Ensure all the vehicle lights and indicators work correctly.
11. Fuel/oil leaks – Make sure there are no fuel or oil leaks.
12. Battery security and condition – Check the vehicle battery is secure and in good condition.
13. Diesel exhaust uid (AdBlue) – If the vehicle runs on Diesel, ensure you have su cient exhaust uid,
such as AdBlue.
14. Excessive engine exhaust smoke – Check there isn’t excessive smoke being emitted from the
engine.
15. Security of body / wings – Make sure the vehicle’s body is securely tted with no parts starting to
fall o . This also includes the wing mirrors.
16. Spray suppression – Ensure the spray suppressions are securely tted and meet legislation.
17. Tyres and wheel xing – Ensure all tyres and wheels are correctly tted. Make sure all nuts and
bolts are tight and the tyre treads and pressure meet legislation.
18. Brake lines – Check the brake lines are in good working order.
19. Electrical connections – Check all electrical connections are fully working. Test each one
individually.
20. Coupling security – Check that your vehicle is securely coupled (attached) to your cargo load.
21. Security of load – Ensure your load is secure and its weight is evenly distributed throughout the
HGV (LGV).
22. Number plate – Check the number plate is secure and visible.
23. Re ectors – Check all re ectors are securely attached and visible.
24. Markers – Check all required vehicle markers are securely attached and visible.
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As you can see, the job responsibilities for a HGV driver extend much further than driving from A to B. By
law, all drivers must check their vehicle is safe to drive before beginning their journey. It is vital these
checks are conducted in order to prevent serious accidents.
If a driver fails to correctly check their vehicle, they can face large penalties, points on their licence and
can even have their licence revoked.
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LDT head instructor, Carl Browett, has over 12 years experience in teaching new HGV drivers the correct
procedure in order to check their vehicle is safe to drive.
Ensuring you are fully quali ed in checking your vehicle not only helps you pass your driving test, it will
also keep you safe out on the road.

HGV (LGV) Training Costs
One of the most common questions we get asked is how much does HGV (LGV) training cost? And rightly
so. We all want to make sure what we spend our hard earned money on is high quality and will bene t us
in the future.
LGV training prices vary across the UK and depend on who you train with. Often, you can learn directly
with a LGV training school (e.g. Leicester Driver Training Ltd) or you can learn through an independant
LGV broker service.

What are HGV (LGV) Brokers?
HGV (LGV) brokers act as a middleman. They o er HGV training services and then outsource the training
to a HGV training centre. The downside to this is they will likely charge far more money compared to
training directly with the school. You also run the risk of receiving low quality driver training and
unfortunately, some drivers have been scammed out of large amounts of money from brokers.
We strongly advise against using a broker and to contact a HGV training centre directly (such as
ourselves).

HGV (LGV) Training Price List
Here at Leicester Driver Training Ltd, we pride ourselves on our high quality training, our professional
approach and our extremely competitive pricing.
Every driver is di erent and some require more training than others. That’s why we o er HGV training
packages to suit everyone. Take a look at our current HGV Training Prices HERE .
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Why are your HGV training prices so cheap?
The main reason we are able to o er our training at such an a ordable price is there are no VAT charges.
That means we pass the savings straight onto our customers so there is no VAT for you to pay. The prices
you see above are the prices you pay.
Here at LDT, we care about your future. By providing top quality training at such an a ordable price
ensures you have the best possible start to your driving career.

So does that still make your training high quality?
Absolutely! We’ve been providing top quality HGV driver training for over 12 years. Just take a look at our
customer reviews on our website or head over to our Google page reviews.
You’ll see our customers rate us 5 stars out of 5. You couldn’t ask for a better recommendation than that!

Do you offer weekend HGV training lessons?
Yes we do. One of our unique selling points is that we o er weekend HGV training at no additional cost.
Some students prefer weekend training to avoid having to use annual leave whilst others nd it suits their
schedule better.
Contact us today for a friendly chat about your HGV training requirements.

www.LeicesterDriver.co.uk
07714 843 311
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